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Abstract

Shape sensing based on FBG-optical fibers is a current research topic of several working groups worldwide. The sensor is integrated into flexible snakelike objects such as e.g. endoscopes or flexible tubes to detect shape deformation. This way, the objects can be observed and tracked. Shapesensing supports navigation of flexible instruments. Currently, robotic systems consist of rigid joints only. Shapesensing provides the required information for automated control of the robot end-effector position and orientation in case additional flexible joints are integrated into the robotic system. In this field of research, some fundamental aspects have already been researched and standard algorithms are published. As the sensor technology is supposed to be used in medical technology, the requirements towards the sensor accuracy and robustness are demanding. Therefore, shapesensing still needs to be improved. At the Institute for Anthropomatics and Robotics - Intelligent Process Control and Robotics - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (IAR-IPR-KIT), fundamentally new sensor concepts are investigated. However, the testing of new algorithms and sensor designs is very costly as a high number of prototypes has to be build. To avoid these costs in time and money, the tests are planned based on pseudo measurement data. To efficiently generate this kind of data, we developed a software. In this paper, the individual parts of the software are presented and the main functionality and easy-of-use are evaluated.

1 Introduction and State of the Art

FBG-optical fiber based shape sensing has gained more and more importance in recent years. A shape sensor usually consists of a flexible snakelike carrier body with embedded fiber-Bragg grating optical glass fibers. The fibers detect strain that occurs in the carrier material caused by bending of the sensor body. Through application of specific algorithms to this measurement data, the sensor shape can be reconstructed. By guiding the sensor along flexible instruments as e.g. endoscopes, the instrument’s shape, its tip position and orientation can be tracked.

Several working groups have achieved fundamental results on this area. Algorithms for shape reconstruction are given by [1] and provide one basic solution for shapesensing. The way of building the sensor is implemented in various ways. Different kinds of material are used as a carrier body. Also the way of fiber guidance differs. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [4]

The Institute for Anthropomatics and Robotics - Intelligent Process Control and Robotics - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (IAR-IPR-KIT) is doing research on shape sensing since 2011. The standard algorithms for shape reconstruction are implemented and various prototypes of different material are build to test the main functionalities of the sensor system [9], [10], [11], [12]. One prototype is shown in Fig. 1.

At the IAR-IPR-KIT, shape sensing is developed to be used in medical technology as this is one major field of application for that kind of sensor. The sensor can be used to facilitate and improve the navigation of flexible instruments during minimally invasive surgery. Furthermore, the sensor information allows automated robot-assisted surgery even in case where not only, as currently usual, rigid robot joints, but also flexible parts are integrated into the robotic system. As the sensor is supposed to be used in minimally invasive surgery, the requirements for sensor precision are demanding. In this regard, the research group at the KIT aims to continually improve the sensor quality, enhancing precision and reliability.

For further improvements of shape sensing in order to
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achieve sufficiently high sensor accuracy, fundamentally new concepts of shape sensing are developed. The algorithms and the way of fiber distribution along the sensor carrier body are supposed to be approached in a fundamentally new and redesigned way. Therefore, a large number of different sensor model variations have to be tested. To enable efficient research and development of new sensor configurations, it is helpful to use pseudo-measurement data for testing purpose. This way, the basic functionality of new sensor configurations and reconstruction algorithms can be pre-evaluated before producing a prototype, which involves considerable time and expense of material costs. One additional advantage of using pseudo-data is as follows: The pseudo measurement data is generated based on a given sensor deformation. Therewith, a ground truth for the shape that has to be reconstructed by the sensor is already known. The shape reconstruction result can be compared with this given shape and the sensor accuracy can be easily evaluated. Using real data, it always constitutes significant difficulties to get reference values for the present shape. Testing based on pseudo-measurement data is a common method in technical research and already established in many fields of application. Though, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is no simulation software solution available for testing shape sensors. In [13] one first solution is presented, that enables the generation of pseudo-data for shape sensors with parallel guided fibers. By giving the sensor configuration and the fiber position and also one state of deformation, the wavelength values that theoretically are supposed to be measured, are calculated. Fig. 2 shows the graphical user interface of that simulation tool. Although this tool works in case of the standard way of fiber guiding, one more general solution is required that satisfies the requirements, necessary for targeted optimization and testing of shape sensors. As the general design of shape sensors is planned to be modified, a tool that simulates data for arbitrarily distributed fibers is needed. In the following, a new advanced solution is introduced. Therefore, a software is implemented. Using that software tool, pseudo measurement data can be generated for arbitrary sensor configurations and state of sensor deformation. This means in particular that the fibers embedded into the sensor carrier body no longer necessarily have to be guided in parallel along the sensor axis. For the verification of the presented method of pseudo data generation, the software is tested on its main functionality and on its intuitive and easy usability.

The software tool is divided into three parts. First the target sensor deformation can be entered, secondly the sensor configuration has to be defined. In the last step, the input values are used to calculate the pseudo measurement data. All parts are distinguished through the underlying algorithms, specially adapted to the application, leading to an extended range of use cases and increasing the authenticity of the pseudo-data. In 2, the specific requirements and characteristics of pseudo data for shape sensing are identified. The implementation of the pseudo data generation software is presented in 3 and evaluated in 4. Finally, in 5, the results are discussed and the remaining work for the future is pointed out.

2 Pseudo-Measurement Data for Shape Sensing

Pseudo-data is defined as "(computing) data that is artificially generated in order to test a program [...]"[14]. Regarding shape sensing, the generated pseudo data is supposed to be used especially for testing new algorithms and new sensor configurations. This way, basic functionalities can be evaluated, saving significant material and time cost for building sensor prototypes. Pseudo data is generated from theoretical and physical considerations and should not to be confused with synthetic data, that is produced based on previously measured real data in purpose to anonymise the required data. Given these objectives, creating pseudo-measurement data requires some basic consideration. First, it must be specified which kind of data is required, representing the sensor measurement data. Second, the input values, describing the sensor configuration and state of deformation, have to be determined. Finally, a way of calculating the pseudo-data from these input values has to be found.

To specify the kind of data that has to be produced, real data has to be observed. The FBG-Sensors, used for the regarded shape sensing system, measure the wavelength of light. Each embedded fiber returns one wavelength value per inscribed grating. This value varies with stretching or compressing the fiber and therefore stand for the state of strain at the material at discrete points along the sensor. The deformation value $\Delta l$ can be calculated by means of a formula, that describes a linear relationship between the wavelength $\lambda$ ($\lambda_B$: wavelength, measured in the unloaded condition, $\Delta \lambda_B$: change in wavelength, due to sensor deformation) and the deformation $\Delta l$ as in Eq. 1:

$$\Delta \lambda_B = k \Delta l / \lambda_B$$

(1)

In this regard, the simulation software output can either be wavelengths or strain values. As strain values are needed...
for shape reconstruction algorithms, the presented software calculates those as output values. It is now necessary to know, what input values have to be provided for generating pseudo data. Instead of having a real sensor in a specific state of deformation, the possible configuration and deformation state have to be simulated. The configuration is mainly given by the size of the sensor and the positioning of the embedded fibers. As the sensor has a cylindrical form, the sensor size is given by one parameter standing for the sensor length $S$ and by one, representing the diameter $d$ of the cross section. The positioning of the fibers can be defined by the position and orientation of the gratings belonging to it. This means there are $n$ parameter sets, each describing the placement of one grating, with a total number of $n$ gratings. One aim of the software presented in this paper, is that all kinds of sensor configurations should be definable. This leads to a set of five parameters per grating, listed in Tab. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Position along the sensor axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Distance to the sensor axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi$</td>
<td>Direction of the position around the sensor axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Orientation of the grating towards the sensor axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Orientation of the grating towards the tangent vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameters, defining the sensor configuration

Together, this makes a number of three plus five times $n$ parameters that have to be set for a complete definition of the sensor configuration.

To simulate the state of sensor deformation, an arbitrary shape of the sensor axis has to be indicated. The sensor shape can than be derived unambiguously from that axis shape. The axis has to be defined as a space curve via a function in parametric form, where the length of the curve has to correspond to the length $S$ of the sensor.

Finally, it has to be determined how the strain values can be derived from the given input information. To get the measurement values, the change in length of the gratings caused by sensor deformation has to be calculated. Therefore, each grating is mapped onto the deformed sensor shape and the new grating length is compared with the grating length in the straight sensor state, which gives the demanded strain value. This calculation is based on geometrical and physical assumptions. To map the grating to the new sensor shape, the so called Frenet-Frame moving along the given axis shape, is defined. This frame consists of three vector functions, whereas one always points in the direction of the curvature.

The generated data represent the theoretically expected measurement values without noise. To produce more realistic data, additional noise has to be simulated. Currently, the focus of research lies in verifying the main functionality of new algorithms. Therefore, no simulated noise is required. Data affected by simulated noise can be used to test the resilience and robustness of the sensor system and is planned for the future.

The described generation process of pseudo-data is realized in a software tool, implemented at the IAR-IPR-KIT, presented in the following chapter.

## 3 Implementation of a Pseudo-Data Software Tool

Based on the considerations of 2, a software tool is developed, that meets certain additional requirements concerning the usability and expandability of the software. Therefore, the software is designed in a manner, which it is easy and intuitive to use and enables to produce pseudo-data in a short period of time. The program was implemented based on a previously defined criteria catalog including fundamental principles of intuitive use to ensure the ease-of-use of the program. Furthermore, the software is programmed in a modular way with open interfaces to ensure the possibility of extending the application and of using the functions for automated sensor optimization based on theoretical data or software in the loop simulation in the future.

The tool consists of thee parts. First, the input data has to
be entered. These settings are divided into two parts that can be performed independently and in any order. In one part, the sensor configuration can be selected. In the other one, the deformation can be defined. The third part finally calculates the pseudo-data based on the considerations presented in 2 and can only be called after finishing the input settings. Fig. 4 shows the graphical user interface of the software start menu.

To ensure intuitive usability, all icons are clearly arranged and a help function is provided, that calls up a handbook with explanations of all functions of the program.

Selecting the Design option, the configuration of the sensor can be entered (See Fig. 5 a).

After setting the sensor length, diameter and number of integrated gratings, the grating specific parameters can be entered per grating. All settings can be entered manually or loaded from former defined sensor configurations or excel-files. If all parameters are entered, the corresponding sensor design can be plotted (See Fig. 5 b). The unique feature of this software part compared to former tools is the increased flexibility in defining the sensor properties as not only parallel fiber guiding but all possible ways of grating positioning can be inserted.

Selecting the shape option, the axis shape can be defined (See Fig. 6 a).

There are several possible implemented options that can be chosen to enter the axis shape in 3D space. These options can be classified into two subgroups. On the one hand, there are parametric curves, that can be entered by a discrete number of control points, that are interpolated via a Bézier curve, a B-Spline curve or a cubic spline interpolation. On the other hand, it is possible to enter freehand curves using the mouse, the cursor or a drawing tablet. The curves entered this way are smoothed in a second editing step to an individually definable degree. For both types of curve entering, the axis can be entered and adjusted in 3 views (top, front and side view). The input interface is shown in Fig. 6 b. This way of entering the axis shape allows significantly more flexibility in defining different 3D shapes in an intuitive way. By comparison, as entering options in former programs as e.g. the program presented in [13], it was only possible to define the axis progression by analytic functions in mathematical exact form.

After entering the sensor configuration and the axis shape, in the last program part it is now possible to generate the pseudo-measurement data. The data is saved in an excel-file together with all corresponding information about the input values (shape and configuration) entered in the first two program parts. The data represents the measurement values as strain values and is calculated as explained in 2.

The intuitive usability of the program has been evaluated by means of a user study. The study participants had to per-
5 Discussion and Future Work

Regarding the presented work, the introduced software tool provides a comprehensive and well-founded solution, satisfying the requirements demanded. It gives a solid basis for simulative sensor tests and further optimization of the sensor algorithms and configuration. The tool facilitates efficient and targeted research. One main advantage is that an arbitrary high number of different sensor types can be tested without any upcoming cost of material or time for building prototypes.

At the IAR-IPR-KIT, the software is already in use in some cases and is planned to be integrated into the development process.

The intuitive use of the software is already sufficiently well advanced. The plausibility of the generated data will be tested by comparing the pseudo data with real measured data. A test series is planned to be carried out as a next step. Basically, the software is already working well. However, noise is not considered in any way. To test e.g. the robustness of the sensor system, artificial noise has to be produced. Since the software is only used to test the main functionality of new algorithms or new arrangements of the grating positioning, noise can be neglected for now.

Further future work will be the integration of the software into different applications. First, the sensor calibration can be brought to another level. Instead of only calibrating the sensor in straight state to get start values for the algorithm, the algorithm itself can be adapted by adjusting the parameters to the present design.

Another potential application is the use of the software for automated sensor design optimization, that calculates the best way of fiber guiding based on the number of integrated gratings and the deformation character of the used carrier body material.

To conclude, it can be said that one advanced and standing solution has successfully been implemented that provides a good base on which further developments can be built.
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